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AIR FLUX 5000AS ANTI-VUUR AFSCHEIDER 7.5 PK 400V

€6 .695,00 (excl. VAT)

The Air Flux 5000AS anti fire separator is the newest member in our product range of hoovers. The
product is characterised by a compact and efficient design, supported by the 32 filters and the powerful

motor unit (5.5 KW - 7.5 HP). This unit was also equipped with a vibrating function to keep the filters
clean. There are no manual steps involved; everything can be set automatically. We would like to

emphasise that the 5000AS is currently one of the most powerful extraction systems on the market.

The closed housing is made of 1.2 mm thick sheet steel with an attractively applied powder coating. This
closed housing provides optimum protection for the filters. The waste is collected in a removable,

movable metal container. This reduces the disposal of waste to a simple and safe operation. The waste
containers are equipped with an easy-to-unlock handle and a visual inspection window. The wide inlet

(280 mm) makes the extractor particularly suitable for integration with systems that generate a high air

flow. The mobile waste container has a capacity of more than 0.50m3 The metal waste bin makes
maintenance much easier and makes your working environment more hygienic.
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The extraction unit was equipped with an anti-fire separator. This unique system significantly reduces
the risk of fire and forms a trap for larger pieces of wood waste (larger than 25 x 25). The anti-fire

separator proves its worth; your working environment becomes safer!

SKU: AIR-13050

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Air Flux 5000AS anti fire separator is the newest member in our product range of hoovers. The product is
characterised by a compact and efficient design, supported by the 32 filters and the powerful motor unit (5.5

KW - 7.5 HP). This unit was also equipped with a vibrating function to keep the filters clean. There are no
manual steps involved; everything can be set automatically. We would like to emphasise that the 5000AS is

currently one of the most powerful extraction systems on the market.

The closed housing is made of 1.2 mm thick sheet steel with an attractively applied powder coating. This closed
housing provides optimum protection for the filters. The waste is collected in a removable, movable metal

container. This reduces the disposal of waste to a simple and safe operation. The waste containers are
equipped with an easy-to-unlock handle and a visual inspection window. The wide inlet (280 mm) makes the
extractor particularly suitable for integration with systems that generate a high air flow. The mobile waste

container has a capacity of more than 0.50m3 The metal waste bin makes maintenance much easier and makes
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your working environment more hygienic.

The extraction unit was equipped with an anti-fire separator. This unique system significantly reduces the
risk of fire and forms a trap for larger pieces of wood waste (larger than 25 x 25). The anti-fire separator proves

its worth; your working environment becomes safer!

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Mobile and silent hoover
Flow rate 5000m³

Unique anti-fire separator
Automated vibration function for filter cleaning

32 embedded polyester micron filters
Powder-coated steel housing of 1.2 mm thickness

2 Mobile waste containers with visual windows (60x60x72cm dim. each)
Heavy metal rotor

DESCRIPTION

The Air Flux 5000AS anti fire separator is the newest member in our product range of hoovers. The product is
characterised by a compact and efficient design, supported by the 32 filters and the powerful motor unit (5.5

KW - 7.5 HP). This unit was also equipped with a vibrating function to keep the filters clean. There are no
manual steps involved; everything can be set automatically. We would like to emphasise that the 5000AS is
currently one of the most powerful extraction systems on the market. The closed housing is made of 1.2 mm

thick sheet steel with an attractively applied powder coating. This closed housing provides optimum protection
for the filters. The waste is collected in a removable, movable metal container. This reduces the disposal of

waste to a simple and safe operation. The waste containers are equipped with an easy-to-unlock handle and a
visual inspection window. The wide inlet (280 mm) makes the extractor particularly suitable for integration with

systems that generate a high air flow. The mobile waste container has a capacity of more than 0.50m3 The
metal waste bin makes maintenance much easier and makes your working environment more hygienic. The

extraction unit was equipped with an anti-fire separator. This unique system significantly reduces the risk of
fire and forms a trap for larger pieces of wood waste (larger than 25 x 25). The anti-fire separator proves its

worth; your working environment becomes safer!

No video available for this product!
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DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 440 kg

Dimensions 925 × 2400 × 2250 cm

power 7.5 HP

number of filters 32

Filter dimensions 160 x 1030 mm

filtration area 15m2

waste storage 2x metal container (60x60x72cm)


